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Extending the Wiener-Ganelius method we give Abelian and precise Tauberian 
remainder results for a class of Fourier kernels which includes the Hankel 
transform 
f (xl = 1; fi J,.(xu) f (u) du, v>-f. 
Further, we discuss applications to Fourier series and integrals. 
1. INTR~~KJCTI~N 
Recently Soni and Soni [9] have obtained Abelian and Tauberian 
theorems for a class of Fourier kernels k(u) and monotone functions f(u). 
Symmetric Fourier kernels give rise to a pair of reciprocal formulas on 
L2[0, a), 
F(x) = f= rC(xu) f(u) du, 
-” 
(1.1) 
f(u) = jam &LX) F(x) dx. (1.2) 
As an important example we mention the Hankel kernel 
which results in the sine and cosine kernels in the case of D = i-f. In an 
earlier paper [6] we have proved a Tauberian remainder theorem for (1.1) 
connecting the asymptotic behavior of f(u) at infinity (u--t co) with I;(x) 
near the origin (x + O+). Our object is to present a unified approach to 
Abelian and Tauberian remainder theorems which also includes the 
remaining case u 7 Of, x + co. The Abelian results are well known and have 
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been given by AljanEiC et al. [ 1 ] and later in a slightly different form by Soni 
and Soni [9]. We obtain precise remainder theorems for general symmetric 
Fourier kernels k(u) under suitable assumptions as in Soni and Soni [9] and 
functions f(u) satisfying a general one-sided Tauberian condition. Our 
method is an important extension of Wiener’s and Ganelius’ theory, which 
works only for absolutely convergent integrals (l.l), I,‘-kernels k(u), L”- 
functions f(u), and is not applicable in the case of conditional convergence. 
The same method also gives precise gap remainder theorems [ 6 I. 
We begin with our basic assumptions and state for completeness the 
Abelian results in Section 2. Using these results and replacing f(u) by the 
difference between f(u) and its main term, we give in Section 3 the main 
Tauberian theorem in remainder form with remainders of polynomial 
decrease, followed by several conclusions. 
For example, applying the Banach space-method of Ganelius 14 1 we can 
show that the remainder term of f(u) cannot be substantially improved. In 
Remarks 4 and 5 we use ideas of Lyttkens 171. Finally, Section 4 gives 
applications to Fourier integrals and generalized Fourier series, which were 
recently defined by Petrovich [8 J. Further, we discuss convergence and 
summability of (multiple) Fourier series. 
2. BASIC ASSUMPTIONS AND ABELIAN THEOREMS 
All functions are assumed to be real and measurable. For f(u) we shall 
use the following conditions [ 5, 9 1: 
(a) uaY(r4) E L’(0, l), a, >o, 
(b) f(u) E Bf’[L ~-JO>, 
cc> f(u) + 0 
(d) f(u) = O(u”):d’ 
u+ 03, 
O<u<l,G<O, (2.1) 
(b) and (c) can be replaced by 
(b*) S(u)EL*[L m) and ir k(xu)f(u) du converges for a <x < cc 
[O <x,<al, 
(c*) f(u) = 0(u-&) in l<u<co. 
Assumptions on the kernel: 
(C,) k(u) and k,(u) := J”t: k(t) dt are bounded in 0 < u < co. 
(C,,) k(u)=Cj”=,uju uaj+O(uan+l), u-O+, aj#O, O,<a, < 
a2 < ... <a,+,. 
(C,) k(u)= O(ual) as u-+ O+, a, > 0, or k(u)= k(0) + O(zP*) as 
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u-+0+, k(O)#O, a1 > 0, and k,(u) := j: k,(t) t-i dt is bounded in 
o<u<m. 
k”(,s) denotes the Mellin transform of k(u), 
k”(s) = jm us- ‘k(u) du, 
‘0 
and the integral converges absolutely or in the Cauchy sense. 
LEMMA 1. Zff(u) satisfies the conditions (2.1)(a), (b), (c) and k(u) has 
the properties (C,) and (C,,), then 
F(x) = ,(I k(xu) f(u) du, x > 0, 
0 
is well defined, and it holds that 
F(x) = 0(x-‘) as x+ O+, 
F(x) = 0(x”‘) as x-00. 
k”(s) is hoZomorphic in the strip -a, < Re s < 1. Zf k(u) satisfies (C ,,,), then 
k”(s) is meromorphic in -a,,+, < Re s < 1. The only singularities are simple 
poles at s = -aj with residue aj, j= 1, 2,..., n. Also, 1,” up”{k(u) - 
CJ-, uju”j) du = k”( 1 - m), --a,+ 1 < 1 - m < -an. 
For the proof we refer to Soni and Soni [ 9, p. 17 11. 
We need a further assumption: 
(C,) Let k”(s) k”(l -s) = 1, 0 < Re s < 1. 
Then, k(u) satisfying (C,), (C,), (C,) is a symmetric Fourier kernel and 
(1.1) defines a unitary transformation on L’(O, co). 
To give precise remainder results we have to study the growth of l/k”(s) 
in a neighborhood of the imaginary axis. 
The following condition (C,) is satisfied by a large number of Fourier 
kernels including the Hankel transform where k(u) = fi J,,(u), v > -l/2. 
(C,) k”(s) is meromorphic and has no zeros in -ai < Re s < 1 + a,, 
a; > a,, and it holds uniformly in the strip as 1 Im s I+ co, 
l/k”(s) = 0((1 + ]s]))~~~+“‘). 
Our method is based on the Parseval relation given by Soni and Soni 19, 
p. 4821. We reformulate their result for our convenience: 
40919612 6 
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LEMMA 2. Assume that f(u) and k(u) satisfy the conditions (2.1) and 
(C,), (C,), (C,), respectively. Furthermore, 
g(u) E L’(O, oo)nBqo, oo), Q’(U) E L’(O, a), 
lim g(u) = 0, as x-, co, 1 > 1. 
u-m 
G(x)=j”‘:k(xu)g(u)du=o(x-“lp”) 
0 
Then we have the validity of the Parseval relation 
loa F(x) ‘3x1 dx = lorn f(u) g(u) du. 
For a proof see [6, p. 161. 
We now introduce two classes of auxiliary functions: The remainder of 
F(x) will be dominated by x”-‘L(x) exp(-W(]logxl/2n))(x+ co, x+0+) 
where W(U) is positive, non-decreasing, subadditive and L(U) slowly varying 
in the sense of Karamata, i.e., L(U) positive, measurable, locally bounded 
and 
L(h)/L(u) --$ 1 as 24 + co for every II > 0. 
Further, it is practical to assume that 
L(u) = L(l/u), u > 0. 
We shall make use of the following result due to Korevaar, Pitman, Soni and 
Soni [9, p. 1731. 
LEMMA 3. Given a slowly varying function L(u) and 6, A, B as positive 
constants, then there exist positive numbers C and A such that 
and 
If 
then 
L&4)/L(A) < cu -6, 
L@u)/L(1) < cus, 
f(u) = u-mL(l/u), 
f(u/A)/f(l/A) < CU-m-6, 
n>A,O<u<B, 
,I>A, u>B. 
O<u<A, 
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and 
f(u/~>/.f(l/~) < CU-m+8, k>A,B<u<Ak 
Further 
?lz zPL(u) 
i 
1’ F’L(t) dt = m, 
% 
lim KmL(u) 
u-03 i 
1”’ t-“-IL(t) dt = m, m > 0. 
u 
We are now ready to formulate the Abelian and Tauberian theorems. The 
case u + co, x + 0+ was considered by AljanEic et al. [ 1 ] and later by Soni 
and Soni 191. 
THEOREM 1 (Aljan% et al.). Assume that f(u) and k(u) satisfy the 
conditions (2.1)(a), (b), (c) and (C,), (C,,), respectively. Furthermore, for 
O<u<l ~l<u<co]andO<m<l+a,, 
f(u) = u-mL(w) 4(u) lu-mw) 4(u>l, 
L(u) slowly varying, #(u) E BV[O, ~1. 
y u -“L(l/u)[u-“L(U)] . zsmonotonicinO<u,<1 [l,<u<co]orifu,>O 
and m > 1, then 
F(x)= [mk(xu)f.(u)du-#(O+)kM(l -m)xm-lL(x) as x-+ co, 
-0 
- [#(co) k”(l - m)xm-‘L(l/x) as x+ O+]. 
Proof The proof follows from Theorems 1 and 4 in AljanEic et al. [ 11. 
Nevertheless, we will give an outline. 
We may suppose that Q(U) is positive non-increasing in (0, co). Take the 
case x+ 00. Notice that 4(u) L(l/ u is also a slowly varying function. We ) 
have 
= I, + I, + I,. 
From (C,) and (C,,) and for small 6 > 0 it follows that ji ]k(u)] 
u Pm-s du < co. By Lemma 3 and the dominated convergence theorem 
I,-+ ((O+) j”u-m k(u) du = #(O+)(k”( 1 - m) + O(Bmm)). 
0 
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If u-~L(~/u) is monotonic, by the second mean value theorem 
z,=~(B/x)B-m~~ik(u)du=o(B-m) as x+co. 
B 
If m > 1, we apply the dominated convergence theorem since for small 6 
I om 1 k(u)1 u -m*s du converges, l<m*d<l+a,. 
To estimate I, we write f(u) =fi(u) -f*(u), where f, and fi are non- 
increasing and tend to zero as u + co. Therefore 
z =o f,(l) +f2(1) 
3 
i xrnL(x) ) 
as x-+00. 
THEOREM 2 (AljanEic et al.). Zf k(u) satisfies (C,) and f(u) = L( l/u) 
If@> = W)l,f( 1 u non-increasing and tends to zero as u + co, then 
(b) rf.l”,“u-’ k,(u) du converges, then 
l;F(t)dt-L(x)[L(l/x)] joa k,(u)u-’ du as x+ w[x+O+l. 
ProojI The proof employs ideas of AljanEic et al. [ 1, Theorem 31, who 
have given further interesting results of this kind. (a) By the second mean 
value theorem 
-zz k(u) ~ L(x/u) du + 
L(x) 
k(u) ~ 
L(x/u) du 
L(x) 
=I 
1.x 
k(u) du + o( 1) as x+ co, &>B. 
0 
For the other cases see Soni and Soni 191. 
THEOREM 3. Zf f(u) and k(u) satisfy the conditions of Theorem 1 with 
m = 1 + aI, and (C,,), then it follows that 
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F,(x) := ,d (k(u) - u, IF’) j-@/x> du + j; k(u) f(u/x) du 
+w+> xrnW) 
- [#(co)XmL(l/x)] SE, k”(S) - s :‘a, 
x-03 
as [x+O+l’ 
ProoJ The proof is similar to that of Theorem 1. 
a+/(~+) ‘u-m(k(u)-a,u”‘)du+II’k(u)u-“du 
I 
In the case x+ 0+ we replace L(x) by L(l/x) and #(O+) by #(oo). 
THEOREM 4. Zf k(u) satisfies (C,) and (C,,), n > 1, and a,, + 1 < 
m <CL,+, + 1, then 
“flu) - u -“L(l/u)[f(u) - K”L(u)] as u-+0+ [as u-co] 
and 
U”“f(U) E L’(A, a3)[uan+‘f(u) E P(O,A)] 
for each A > 0 imply 
F,(X) := Jam (/C(U) - ,$‘, ajua’) f(u/X) du -f(l/x) k”(l - m) 
as x+cc [x+0+]. 
proof. BY WY L> 
k(u) - f ajuaj = O(uan+l) as u-+0+, 
j=l 
=O(u*n) as u-03. 
From the dominated convergence theorem, Lemma 1 and Lemma 3 follows 
cc 
-+ 
i ( 
k(u) - 5 ajuuj up”’ du=k”(l -m) as x-+ co [x+0+]. 
-0 j=l i 
In a similar way one can prove Theorem 5: 
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THEOREM 5. Zf f (u) and k(u) satisfy the conditions of Theorem 4 with 
m = a,, + 1, then it follows that 
F~(x) := Jo1 (k(u) - J$‘l aju”) f (u/x) du + Jim (k(u) - $: aj urn’) f (U/x) du 
as x-cc [x+0+]. 
3. A TAUBERIAN REMAINDER THEOREM 
THEOREM 6. Assume that f (u) and k(u) satisfy the conditions (2.1) and 
(C ,), (C,), (C,), (C,), respectively. Furthermore, 
F(X) = 1” k(xu) f (u) du = 0 (x”-‘L(x) exp (--W (v) ) ) 
0 
as x+03 [x-+0+], (3.1) 
F(x) E L’(0, 1) for a,=O, m>O, 
L(u) slowly varying, L(u) = L( l/u), W(u) positive, non-decreasing, 
subadditive such that 
lim W(u)/u = 2nb > 0, 
u-cc 
-a,<m-b<l+a, [-a,<m+b<l+a;]. 
Zf f (u) satisfies the Tauberian condition 
SUP(f (v) -f(u)) = w -“W) R(u)), 
u(1 -R(u))<v<u<u, [uo<u<v<u(l +R(u))], 
where 
R(u) = exp - m > b, 
= exp(-W log u 1/(2~))), m < b, 
L R(u)=exp ( 
WI 1% 24 I/W>> - m+b+ l+E )I , foranE>O, 
then 
(3.2) 
f (24) = O(u -“L(u) R(u)) as u-O+ [u-+00]. 
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Proof The proof is divided into six sections: First we transform the 
integral in (3.1) to convolution form 
v(x) = K x 4(x>. 
Then we define a suitable function Q(x) with 
Q x v(x) = <Q x K) x I(x) for all real x. (3.3) 
We insert Lemma 4 to prove that an important relation given by Ganelius 
(41 still holds: 
lfW~x))l G 4 ocyy;;2,n UW4x -v>>> E(Y) -fMWx - u>>> E(u)) 
I?Sl 
+ 6e(-2zx) IQ X y(x)1 =: T, + T,, (3.4) 
E(y) = exp(-&‘) =: e(-&*), r> 0. 
Next, we estimate the first term T, on the right by aid of the Tauberian 
condition (3.2). To estimate the second term we use the assumption (3.1), 
and summarizing we find 
lfW~x))l < K2 et-2 7cmx) L(e(277x)) R(e(27rx)) 
+ 8a-’ ,,,,yc,,2 IfMWx - 4)) W% (3.5) 
u < 4; < y, x < x0 < 0 [y <y < u, x > x0 > 01, Q = const(R(e(2nx))))‘. 
Finally, iteration gives the theorem. 
(1) We proceed as in [ 5, p. 5961 and substitute 
x + e(-277x), u --t e(27cy). 
v(x) := F(e(--2nx)) = irn K(x - y) 4(y) dy = K x 4(x), 
#(x) = e(277x) f(e(27ci); K(x) = 2nk(e(-2Xx)). 
B(t) := J* e(--2&x) K(x) dx = k”(it) 
-cc 
is meromorphic in - 1 - a, < Im t < a;, and there holds 
g(c) := 1/k(t) = O((1 + I t1)‘mr-t “2) as IRet+ co. 
Furthermore, 
z?(t) It-i - t) = 1, -1 <Imt<a,. 
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We put 
and 
Q’(t) := g(t) jm ,?(t -y)f(y) e(--2nilly) dy 
-cc 
E&(X) = e(-(x2 + 2nkx), x(x) = Jz sin2(7rQx)/(7rf2x)2. 
As in [5, p. 5971 we find 
Q(x) = 27~ j’Tm H(x -Y) 42ny) k(42v)) dy, H(x) = @(x> x(x - rl), 
and 
Q,(X) := Q (%)/x = jr k(xu) H c-g] du. 
g(t) is holomorphic in the strip -ai - 1 < Im t < ai. Hence 
Q,(u) = O(U-“~-‘+‘) as u + co, 
= O(u max(o.o~-S) > as u + 0+ for every 6 > 0. 
In a similar way we obtainQ X K(x) = H(x). 
(2) By the Parseval relation and Lemma 2 we legitimate the change of 
order of integration for all real x as in [5, p. 5971, 
Q x v(x) = H x @(xl. 
By (3.1) and (3.2) we find 
1 v(x)1 < cle(-24m - I>x>W2~xx)) e(-W(Ixl>>, x < x0 Ix 2 x01, (3.6) 
and 
= O(e(-2nmx) L(e(27cx)) R(e(27cx))), x,, suitably chosen. (3.7) 
(3) By aid of the following Lemma 4 due to Ganelius 14, p. 191, we 
find the important relation (3.4). 
LEMMA 4. Let 4(x) = e(2nx) f(e(2nx)) and f(u) satisfy the conditions 
(2.1). Then, from (3.3) it follows for all real x: 
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i 
-inf 
o<v-y<z/n 
-inf 
O<y~u<Zlra 
I !G)l G 4 SUP (4(x -Y> Ek(y) - 4(x - ~1 Ek(4> + 6 I Q x v(x)l. 
O<U~Y<Zli1 
sup 
O<y~r~<z/n 
A proof is found in Ganelius [4] or in 161. 
(4) To estimate the term T, in (3.4) we put k = 1, 5 = n and write 
$(X-Y)E’~)-g(x-V)E’(v) 
= 42~~)(CfW~(x - ~1)) -fMWx - 0)))) E(Y) 
+f(eCWx - ~))P(Y) -E(u))). 
For 1 u I > 1x1/2 both terms are O(e(-Xx2/8)) as /xl+ co. Now we choose 
2(c2R)-’ = R(e(27rx)). (3.8) 
In the case that u < 0 and x <x,) [v > 0, x > x0], it follows from (3.7) and 
Lemma 3 that 
= O(e(-2nmx) L(e(27rx)) R(e(27cx))). 
For u > 0 [v < 0] we find the same estimate by an interval-splitting 
x-yy,x-y+tt,,x-y+t,,...,x-y+ft,=x-v 
lx - Q, x - v + l, , x - u + t, )...) x - v + t, = x - y], 
observing that 
e(f27w)E(y)n = O(1). 
Thus, if x <x0 [x > x0], 
T, < K, e(-2nmx) L(e(2nx)) R(e(2nx)) (3.9) 
+ 8W’ ,,,yf,,2 VW+ - ~1)) E’(Y~I, u <y’<y [y <y< v]. 
(5) For the second term T, we proceed as in [4, pp. 34-401 and split 
the integral into the sum of integrals over the sets Sj, 
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To estimate Zj we substitute t + t + iSj belonging to the strip of holomorphy 
of g(t), i.e., -a, - 1 < Sj < a;,j= 1, 2, 3. As in [4] we get 
x irn e(2nit(y - q)) f(t - v) g(t + iSj) dt j dy dv. 
. -cc 
BY 
k(X, .V) := 1 W(X - Y)l e(-2ndj Y), T(v, t) = ,f(t - v) g(t + iSj) 
we have by Parseval relation 
I( f(V, q -Y)ll: = 11 T(V, t)llz = O((l + IV1 + Q)2+2S’)> 2 + 26j > O, (3.10) 
= O(l), 2 + 28,, < 0. 
Choosing 
6, = min(m - b - 1 - E; -1 - a,/2) [m + b - 1 - El], 
6,=m-b-l-C[m+b-l+t], o<t<&, 
6, = m -b - 1 + E’ [max((a, + a;)/2, m + b - 1 + q], 
it follows by Lemma 3, /x0 I < 1x1, 
II& y>l12 = WWWm - 04 WPN) +VI4>>> 
and 
IQ x w(xI G ~4 k lrn j=1 -00 e(-nv2) II~(x~u)l12,sj II T(v, 012 dv 
< c,e(-2n(m - 1)x) L(e(27cx)) R(e(27cx)). (3.11) 
(3.11) also holds in the case a, = 0. 
(6) Adding the inequalities (3.9) and (3.11) we find (3.5), and by 
iteration as in [6, p. 311 we obtain the conclusion of the theorem. 
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Remark 1. Let the assumptions of Theorem 6 be satisfied. Further, 
assume that 
e( W(u) - 27rbu) = O( 1) as u+cn,m-b>O [m-tb>O], 
and for every 6, > 1 and 0 < l/s, < 6 < 6,, 
ww44 G K,,,, u>u,. 
Then, the conclusion of Theorem 6 holds with E = 0. 
For the proof we must reinvestigate the estimate of the integral I, \Z,\. We 
set 
0 
.wlx-x~l 
I 3121 = -‘ogR’(2n) + I I//(X -y) Q(y) dv =: I, + I,. 
0 'logQ,(Zn) 
Taking 
-l<J,<m-b-1 [-l<J,<m+b-1] in I,, 
and 
m-b-l<& Im+b- 1 <8,] in I,, 
we have by aid of Lemma 3, as x + -co [x + co 1, 
IIRX~Y)ll 2,(O.logRl(2n)) = O(fJ mfb-‘pS~121 e(-2n(m - 1)x) 
X L(ePx)) e(-WI.4)>>3 
and an analogous estimate for \\Z~(X, Y)JI~,(,~~~~,(~~),~,~~~“,~ using 8J[&]. If 
m = b, L 3 1, it follows that 
f(u) = O(log( l/u)) as 24 + O+. 
Remark 2. Furthermore, we can formulate the “0”-version of Theorem 6 
as follows: f(u) and k(u) satisfy the conditions (2.1) and (C,), (C,), (C,), 
(C,), respectively. Let 
F(x) = 0 
i 
xm-’ L(x)e (-pff (y))) as X--1 Co (X-O+), 
m, b, F(X), L(u) and W(U) as in Theorem 6. The Tauberian condition takes 
the form 
sup (f(~> -f(u)> < 46) u-“L(u) R(u), 
u(l-SR(u))~l~~u~u0(6) 
[u~(~)<u<L~<u(~ +6R(uNl 
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where w(6) + 0 as 6 -+ 0. Then 
f(u) = o(u -L(u) R(u)) as u+O+ (u+ co). 
Remark 3. Now we will show that our remainder results are in a certain 
sense best possible bounds. To do this we need two lemmas which can be 
found in a less general form in [4]. 
LEMMA 5. If 
(i) k(u) satisfies the conditions (C,), (C,), (C,), (C,), 
(ii) R(t) = e(-2&c) d/da P(t, c), -1 - a, < Im t < a,, (T = Re t, and 
P(t, c) fulfills uniformly the inequality 
IW, 4 <A(1 + (tl)--Irnt, Re t > u,, 
where A is independent of [, 
(iii) every continuously differentiable f (u) where u”f (u) = 0( 1 ), 
lP+lf’(U)= O(l), 0~u~00, 
and 
F(x) = O(xmpb-y as x+oo,m,b>O,m-b>-a,, 
m+b-I 
[0(x 1 as x+0+] [m+b<a,+l] 
also satisfies 
f (e(27rx)) = O(e(-27rmx)/T(x)) as x+--o3 Ix+ a], 
then 
T(x) = O((xj e(2nb [xl/(-b + m + 1))) as x+---03,m>b, 
T(x) = OWzb I xl)), m < b, [T(x) = O(xe(2lrbx/(b + m + 1))) as x + 00 1. 
Proof: Multiplying by e(2n(m - 1)x) we transform 4, K, w to & Z?:, t+F, 
respectively. Then 
t,?(x) = I? x J(x) = O(e(-27rb 1 x I)) as x+fa3,&~EEL”O(F?), 
J E Lco(-03, O)[Lrn(O, aJ)]. 
Put 
F(x) = e(27W(x - w) -p’(x - w)*/2), p > 1, and 6= rb. 
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Choosing 
p = p@/(log uy, 
p0 small enough, we get, as in [4, pp. 43-453, 
Z? x 4(x) = O(e( *2nb(x - 0~)) a * b-m log 0) (a --) co). 
Thus, by Ganelius’ Banach space argumentation, we find 
/T(o)/ <K,(a + cmib log a e(2nb/o/)), CL)‘-al, 
l~--t~l 
and the substitution 
u=e(2nbIwj/(mr b+ 1)) 
gives the conclusion, u = const, if b > m as o + -a. 
LEMMA 6 (Landau). For large 5 independently of q, 
IZ(~)I := jm tPYe(it(log t - 7)) dt < C,r”2-Y, y > l/2, 
T 
lZ(7)l := jT tPYe(it(log t - q)) dt < C,S”‘~ y, Y G 112. 
TO 
The proof is found in [4,6]. 
THEOREM 7. Zf k(u) belongs to the Hardy-Titchmarsh class k’ [ 10): 
(i) k”(s) k”(l -s) = 1, 0 < Re s < 1, 
(ii) k”(s) is holomorphic in the strip u, < Re s < 02, where u, < 0, 
u2 > 1, except perhaps for a simple pole at s = 0, 
(iii) k”(5) = k”(s), 
(iv) k”(s) = 2sP”2(r(s/2)/r(1/2 -s/2))@, +A,/s + O(l/~s~‘)), 
u, < Res co,, Ims>t,, then the remainder of Theorem 6 R(u) = 
UfblWWbS 1) 
;, 
m, b > 0, z‘(u) = 1, W(u) = 2zbu, o,<m-b<m+ 
b < -a, + can be improved at most to 
zqu) = ll ~b/(mfb+ll,qlOg u, as u-O+ \u-+ co], 
zqu) = Ub, m<b, u-+0+. 
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Proof: k(u) satisfies (C,), (C,), (C,), (C,) [lo]. Thus, we can apply 
Lemma 5 and Lemma 6 to obtain our result. By (iv) we find 
k”(a + ir) = At”-“2e(i(t log t - 5))( 1 + a(a)/r + O( l/?)), r>Gl, 
u, <r<a,. 
Remark 4. If 
(i) f(u) and k(u) satisfy the conditions (2.1) and (C,), (C ,,), (C,), 
(C,), respectively, and zP,f(u) E L ‘(0, co), 
and (ii) k 
M s is meromorphic and has no zeros in -a, + i < Re s < 1 + a,, 
( ) t holds uniformly in the strip as 1 Im s I--) co l/k”(s) = 
O((1 + JsI)-~~~~“~), then 
F(x) - 2 cjxal 1"' uy-(24) du 
j= I 0 
=o xm-’ c L(l/x) e ~-W~~))) as x+0+, 
1 + an < m + b < 1 + a,.-, and (3.2) from Theorem 6 imply 
f(u) = O(u-“L(u) R(u)) as u --t co. 
Proof: We put 
yj = cj 
.I’ om zPif(u) du, j = l,..., n, 
and define a function g(u) where 
yj=aj "* 
1 
Pjg(u) du and g(u) = 0, u>e(n- 1). 
0 
BY 
g(u) := + dj, 
,r, 
o<u< 1, 
and 
g(u) := c dj, e(v-2)<u<e(v- l), 2<v<n, 
j = LI 
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we obtain the constants dj by solving a system of linear equations with the 
non-vanishing Vandermonde’s determinant: 
(Llj + 1) J;(n-‘) zPjg(u) du = d, + d,e(aj + 1) + . . . + d,e((n - l)(a,i + 1)) 
= (aj + l>Yjlaj3 j = l,..., n. 
Finally, we can apply our Theorem 6 to 
!r k(xu)(f(u) -g(u)) du = 0 ix”-‘,5(1/x) e (-W [&g$) ) ) 
as x-O+, 
which follows from the corresponding Abel result Theorem 4. A result for 
the case x-co, u-O+ can be found in a similar way. 
Remark 5. Assume that f(u) and k(u) satisfy the conditions (2.1) and 
(C,), (C,,), (C,), (C,), respectively. Furthermore, uniformly in the strip 
-al < Res < 1 +a,+, as lIrnsl+ uo, 
l/k”(s) = 0((1 + ~s~))~~~+“*). 
Then, from 
F(x) = 0 
( 
xm-’ L(x)e (-W (F) )) 
as x+co, -a,,+, cm-bb-a,, in-a,. 
and the Tauberian condition (3.2) it follows that 
f(u)= 2 
j=l 
ajz4”iFM(aj + 1) + 0 (KmL(l/U) e C-W (y)) j 
as u+o+. 
ProoJ We proceed as in the proof of Theorem 6 and find 
m Q x v(x)= I w(x - y) T’ 27ra,fi(-i(1 + ak)) e(27c(a, + 1)~) dy -cc k=L 
+im W(X - Y> 4-2naj Y) -00 
X 
I 
cc 
e(2nity) g(f + iSj) f?(t + iSj> dt dy, 
-02 
- 1 -ant1 <dj<-l-a,, 
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and the first term on the right is equal to 
i m ff(x-Y) 
c a,e(274a, + 1)y) FM@& + 1) dy. 
-cc ky, 
However, in the case m - b < 0, we can drop the Tauberian condition and 
directly use the inversion formula given by Hardy and Titchmarsh [ 10 ]: If 
f(u) E BV[a, co) n L ‘(0, co) for each a > 0 and k(u) belongs to the class k’, 
then 
4 [f(u + 0) +f(u - 0)] = !joE k(ux) F(x) dx, 
and we can apply an Abelian argument analogous to that of Theorem 1. 
Remark 6. If k(u) satisfies (C,), (C,,), (C,), (C,), (C,) and 
k’(u) = a, aluu’+ + O(zP-I) as u + O+, then we can weaken the conditions 
(2.1) as follows: Letf(u) E BV[a, a) for each a > 0 and lim,+,f(u) = 0. If 
G(x) = -lo” k,(xu) G-(u) 
converges for each x > 0, then 
f(u) = O(U-“1-l) as u -+ O+, 
and 
G(x)/x = lam k(xu) f(u) du = F(x). 
Thus, Theorem 6 stays valid. However, the proof of the Parseval relation 
must be modified. 
4. APPLICATIONS 
Applications to Fourier series, integrals and probability theory in the case 
x + O+, u + co are given in my paper [6]. 
(a) Fourier series. We state a corollary to Theorem 6: Given 
S(X) = $ + F ak cos kx + b, sin kx =: c(x) + s(x). 
k=l 
(4.1) 
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Suppose 
Then from 
c(x) - c(0) = 0(x,+ b logP(l/x))[resp. o(...)] as x + Of, m > 0, b > 0, 
(s(x) = o(x”+b logP(l/x))[resp. o(...)] as x+0+, m>O, b>O) 
and 
a,(b,) ,< Km- ’ logO n as n>n,,pER, 
it follows that 
T a,(b,)= O(npmn-h”mtbt’) log“ n)[resp. o(...)] as n+ co. 
k=n 
Let g(u) E L’(-TC, 7~) and 4,(u) := g(y + U) + g(y - U) - 2g(y). For the 
partial sum S,(y) and the corresponding (C, 1) means a,(y) of (4.1 j we 
have 
U”,(Y) -‘r(Y) = &-. 
qn 
1 i 
sin(mu/2) ’ 
1 &Su) da 0 sin(u/2) 
In the first case we put 
f(u) = 4,@4W~ sW/2j)9 O<li<n, 
= 0, 71 < u, 
and 
sin(xu) f(u) du. 
Obviously 
(4.2) 
(4.3) 
F(m + l/2) - F(x) = O(l), if gEL’(-x,x), 
= 0(1/m), if gEBV[--n,n],Ix-ml < l/2, 
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and our theorems apply to (4.2). In the second case we put 
f(u) = f+$(u)l(4n sin2W2))5 O<ll<% 
= 0. u > 7r, 
F(m) := m(o,(y) - g(y)) = Jorn (1 - cos(mu))f(u) du. 
Obviously, if $,(u) = O(l), m < x < m + 1, 
F(m) - F(x) = 2 i,” sin (7,) sin [Fn)f(u)du 
= O(m”) as m+03,6>0. 
This enables us to apply a Tauberian theorem to (4.3). 
(b) Multiple Fourier series. Cheng [ 2] has considered the Riesz 
summation of multiple Fourier series 
f(x) - \‘ a,e(in f x) (4.4) 
by spherical means. The spherical partial sum of the Fourier series (4.4) is 
roughly speaking the Hankel transform of the spherical mean function of 
f(x). Thus, he is interested in Abelian and Tauberian o(l)-results and proves 
the following theorem: Let 
4(t) E L’(O, 0) for each finite a > 0, 4(u) > 0, 
and 
u-~ ;,,(t)idt<M, J 0<u<00,0<q<p++1/2,p>0. 
Then 
O(x) := x4-P !u’: J,,(xu) u-“4(u) du + lqJ,M(q - ,u) as x --t 00(x + O+), 
implies 
lim U-~ 
U-Cl+ I 
,” g(t) dt = 1. 
(u+rn) 
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If 0 < q < ,u + l/2, we integrate by parts and find 
.m 
qx> = x4t l/2-u 
Jo d- 
xu J,,+,(xu) u-p-ii* 
x ! Id (ii(t) dt du =: x4+ “2-uF(x). 0 
Obviously, our Theorem 6 generalizes Cheng’s result. An application to 
eigenvalue problems for elliptic differential operators is discussed in 14, 61. 
(c) Fourier integrals. Let k(u) = cos U, f(u) = uern J: sin(l/tk) dt/t, 
O<k/2<m<k<l. It is easy to show thatf(u)=O(UPmtk) as u-,0+. 
Integration by parts yields 
xF(x) = m f’” sin(xu) Km- ’ (-’ sin( l/tk) fi du 
- 0 2 0 t 
-ji: sin(xu)u sin(l/z?)du=:I, +Iz. 
Obviously, 
I, = O( I>, o<x< 03. 
To estimate I,, we discuss 
(* e(fixu - iUk) 
G,(x) := [ U,+m du as x+00. ” 0 
If we make the change of variables u = xP ‘/(I + “~1, s = xkl” + k), we obtain 
that 
G, = f’lk 
J 
-m e(is(fu - vpk)) 
urn dv =: smlkgi (s). 
0 V 
Integrating by parts, we find 
g+(s)= 0(1/s) as s+ co, 
and by the method of stationary phase [ 3, p. 3 11 
g-(s) = 0(1/A) as s--t 00. 
Thus, 
F(*) = 0(~‘m-k/2’/(1 t kl- I 
) as x+ 00, 
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and Theorem 6 gives, as u -+ Of, 
j-tu) = qU-m+m-b+l)), b=k 
l/2 + in 
l+k 
The best possible result is 
f(u) = O(u - mtbl(m-btll2) 1. 
(d) Generalized Fourier series. Generalized Fourier series for 2n- 
periodic functions with at most one non-summable singularity at the point 0 
were considered by Petrovich [8]. 
If for a real a > 0, 
and n is an integer such that 
n-l<a<n, 
then Petrovich defines 
I(n-I)/21 
cos(mu) - 2 
j=O 
lW1 
sin(@)- \‘ (-l)j+l (mu)2jp' 
,z, 
(3 - l)! f@) d" 
and 
S(x) = \” 
kc1 
ak cos kx + 6, sin kx. 
Petrovich’s results are purely of Abelian and Tauberian character. Our 
theorems clarify and generalize the situation. 
If 
f(u)=o(~uI~“~‘) as u+O, 
then Theorem 4 gives 
a,, b, = oW>, 
and one can show that S(x) is summable by the (C, a) method almost 
everywhere to f(x). 
For 0 < a < 1 the converse statement holds: Let S(x) be summable 
everywhere in (0,271) by the (C, a) method tof(x). Iff(u) -f(-u) + CU-‘-’ 
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I f(u) +.I--u) + C’u -‘-“I is monotonic in 0 < u < u,,, a </I < 1, then it 
follows [S] that u?(u) E L’[--n,n],.?(u) :=f(u) rf(-u), and 
F(m) = b, = i j: (f(u) -f(-u)) sin(mu) du, 
F(m) = a, = + jm (f(u) +f(-u))(cos(mu) - 1) du 1. 
0 
I and also F(x) satisfy F(x) = o(xa) as x -+ co. Thus, by Theorem 6 and 
Remark 4, 
f(u) rf(--u) = o(u-~-~u(~~~)‘(~+*)) as u + O+. 
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